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How to distribute the European regional
development funds through a combination of
egalitarian allocations: the constrained equal losses
min
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As Solís-Baltodano et al. (2021) figure out, almost a third of the total European Union budget

was set aside for the Cohesion Policy during the 2014–2020 period. The distribution of this

budget is made through three main structural and investment funds, trying to promote

convergence in the level of development of EU countries. Specifically, the current approach,

by analysing this situation as a claims problem (O’Neill, 1982), finds the claims solution that

performs better than the others by reducing inequality and promoting convergence to a

greater degree (the Constrained Equal Losses rule). Nonetheless, when using this egalitarian

division of losses, regions may not receive any funds. This paper defines a new way to

distribute the limited resources of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). It

proposes a compromise between the egalitarian approaches, i.e., a combination of the

egalitarian division of the funds with an egalitarian division of the losses (what regions do not

get). In doing so, the proposal applies the constrained equal losses solution while ensuring a

minimum amount is allocated to each region (sustainable bound). Finally, the new solution is

axiomatically analysed, and it is applied to the ERDF problem.
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Introduction

The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) is part
of the European structural and investment fund, which has
been designed under the EU cohesion policy. With the aim

of reducing inequalities in the level of development among
regions throughout the EU and compensating for the back-
wardness of less developed regions, the ERDF is invested in
supporting small and medium-sized enterprises, improving the
health system, developing the digital infrastructure, enforcing
non-polluting transportation and diminish greenhouse gas
emissions to achieve the target of being carbon neutral by 2050.

The European Commission together with member states are
responsible for allocating the ERDF budget to regions. To allocate
the ERDF, each member state is classified into three regions
according to their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita: less
developed, transitioned, and more developed regions; and the
ERDF is distributed to cover the needs of the regions according to
the so-called Berlin method. However, we can consider the ERDF
budget as the limited endowment to be allocated, and the funds that
the regions need to develop some projects (mainly in infra-
structures: airports, universities, hospitals, etc.) that they could not
afford individually, can be defined as claims. The available ERDF
budget is not enough to satisfy all the claims that the regions have
on it, thus, we have a claims problem (O’Neill, 1982).

Within this context, the current approach complements Frag-
nelli and Kiryluk-Dryjska (2019) and Solís-Baltodano et al.
(2021), by defining a new way of distributing the ERDF. As
Fragnelli and Kiryluk-Dryjska (2019) mention “this approach has
the great advantage that solutions may be obtained with a fast
computation." Particularly, Solís-Baltodano et al. (2021) identify
the agents (the EU NUTS level 2 regions) and the endowment (the
ERDF budget to be allocated) and, then, use four solutions to
claims problems: the Proportional rule, the Constrained Equal
Awards rule, the Constrained Equal Losses rule, and the
αmin-Egalitarian rule. Among the analysed rules, the one that
performs best (promoting convergence) is the one that proposes
the most unequal (per capita) distribution of the ERDF budget:
the Constrained Equal Losses rule.

It is noteworthy that there are other related economic and social
problems where the claims approach is implemented: in the edu-
cation sector, Pulido et al. (2002) use this approach to obtain an
efficient allocation of university funds; in the fishing sector, it is a
useful tool for seeking possible solutions to address fish shortages, by
proposing fishing quotas among a number of agents within an
established perimeter (Iñarra and Prellezo, 2008; Iñarra and
Skonhoft, 2008; Kampas, 2015); Kiryluk-Dryjska (2014, 2018) pro-
pose a formal framework for rural development budget allocation by
using fair division techniques; or, in the negotiations on CO2
emissions, a relevant issue nowadays, Giménez-Gómez et al. (2016)
and Duro et al. (2020) propose an appealing distribution by ana-
lyzing this situation as a conflicting claims problem.1

To solve claims problems, we have several division rules that
propose a unique way to divide the endowment among agents. As
aforementioned, Solís-Baltodano et al. (2021) study the allocation
of ERDF as a claims problem by investigating different division
rules. The authors show that the Constrained Equal Losses (CEL)
solution, an egalitarian rule that divides the difference between
the aggregate claims and the endowment (the part that cannot be
honoured, i.e., the losses) equally among the agents is the best
proposal to achieve the EU convergence target. The CEL gives
priority to agents with larger claims per capita, that is, the less
developed regions.

Nonetheless, the CEL assigns no funds to some regions, hence,
it is usually not applied in real situations (no region will accept
not receiving any amount).2 Therefore, it seems clear that, in any
real situation, smaller claimants should be protected.

Following Giménez-Gómez and Peris (2014), we propose to
guarantee a minimal amount for all the claimants, and, then,
divide the remainder by applying the CEL rule. To determine this
minimum amount, we use the concept of Min lower bound which
was introduced by Dominguez and Thomson (2006). Prior to
introducing our new solution, we would like to define two per-
spectives of claims problems regarding significantly small claims.
On the one hand, if the region i’s claim is as small as when we
truncate the claims of other regions to the agent i’s claim, then we
do not have a claims problem anymore, as this claim is sustain-
able. Sustainability states that these types of claims should be
completely satisfied. On the other hand, we should take into
account the excess of the claims, i.e., the losses. Preeminence,
which is the dual concept of sustainability, establishes that if a
claim is removed from the problem, and we still have a claims
problem, then this so-called residual claim should not be satisfied.
Hence, preeminence, which is satisfied by the CEL rule, gives
priority to larger claims, the claims that can change the situation
of the claims problem.

Our proposed solution, called CELmin, keeps a balance
between the egalitarian distribution of the endowment and the
CEL rule. The rule proposes that: if the smallest claim is sus-
tainable, CELmin assigns a minimal guarantee equal to the
minimum of the smallest claim (c1) and the endowment (E)
divided by the number of the agents (n) to all agents, and revises
down the claims and the endowment to implement CEL rule and
distribute the remaining. It is noteworthy that this rule may
propose an equal division of the endowment when the smallest
claim is sufficiently large.

The definition of CELmin naturally arises as a need for an
unequal allocation of the resources between the agents in favour
of the larger claimants, while simultaneously ensuring a minimal
amount to all agents. The CELmin utilises the power of the CEL
in an unfair allocation of endowment by giving priority to larger
claimants. But, prior to applying CEL, the rule guarantees a
minimal portion of the endowment to all agents. In this way,
CELmin adjusts the problem of zero allocation that CEL imposes
on small (residual) claims. Therefore, CELmin performs better
than the classical solutions in claims problems where the claims
represent needs (see Proposition 2), such as in the ERDF context,
ensuring convergence like CEL, but guaranteeing a minimum
amount of the endowment to each region.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we
formally present the notion of claims problems and some of the
main solutions in the literature. In Section 3 we define our new
solution, the CELmin. In Section 4 we conduct an axiomatic
analysis for the proposed solution. Section 5 analyses and com-
pares the proposed allocations from a convergence point of view,
and in Section 6 we apply the previous analysis to the ERDF
problem. Some final comments in Section 7 conclude the paper.

Preliminaries: claims problems
The agents are defined as a set of N ¼ 1; 2; :::; nf g. Each agent is
identified by her claim, ci∈ R+, i∈N, on the endowment E∈ R+.
A claims problem occurs when the endowment is not sufficient to

cover all the claims, that means ∑
n

i¼1
ci>E: Without loss of gen-

erality, we order agents according to their claims: c1 ≤ c2 ≤⋯ ≤ cn.
The pair E; cð Þ represents the claims problem and B is the set of
all claims problems. A claim rule (solution) is a single value
function φ : B ! Rn

þ such that, for each i∈N, 0≤φi E; cð Þ≤ ci,
(non-negativity and claim-boundedness) and ∑

n

i¼1
φi E; cð Þ ¼ E,

(efficiency).
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Next, we define three well-known classic solutions to claims
problems (see Thomson, 2003).

Definition 1. Proportional (P) divides the endowment pro-
portionally according to the agents’ claims.

For each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i∈N, Pi E; cð Þ ¼ λci; where
λ ¼ E

∑
i2N

ci
:

Definition 2. Constrained Equal Awards (CEA) assign the
endowment equally by imposing a constraint on the allocation,
such that no agent receives more than her claim.

For each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i∈N, CEAi E; cð Þ � min ci; μ
� �

;
where μ is chosen so that ∑

i2N
min ci; μ

� � ¼ E:

Note that the CEA solution is based on the Equal Awards
division (EA). This method assigns the endowment equally
among all members, i.e., for each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i ∈N,
EAi E; cð Þ ¼ E

n : However, it is easy to see that in some situations
with the equal distribution an agent may receive more than her
claim, violating the claim-boundedness condition of a rule.

Definition 3. Constrained Equal Losses (CEL) allocates the loss
which is the difference between aggregate claims and the
endowment. This measure is divided equally, such that no agent
receives a negative amount.

For each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i∈N, CELi E; cð Þ �
max 0; ci � μ

� �
; where μ is such that ∑

i2N
maxf0; ci � μg ¼ E:

In addition, we mention αmin-Egalitarian rule (Giménez-
Gómez and Peris, 2014), which is a compromise of the Equal
Awards division and the Proportional.

Definition 4. αmin-Egalitarian (αmin) guarantees a minimal right
equal to the smallest claim to all agents, and if the endowment is
sufficient it distributes the remaining endowment proportionally
to the agents’ revised claims. If the endowment is not enough, it is
divided equally.

For each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i∈N, if c1 ≥
E
n then αmini E; cð Þ ¼ E

n
and if c1<

E
n then αmini E; cð Þ ¼ c1 þ Pi E � nc1; c� c1

� �
, where

c1 ¼ c1; ¼ ; c1
� �

1 ´ n.

The CELmin solution
Note that the goal of the present paper is to define a solution that
proposes larger allocations to larger claimants, but ensures a
lower bound on awards to everyone, i.e. that guarantees a mini-
mal positive allocation to all agents and distributes the remaining
endowment by implementing the CEL.

In doing so, we propose to use the Min lower bound (Dominguez
and Thomson, 2006) as the lower bound, since it proposes that each
agent should receive at least 1/n of the smallest claim truncated by
the endowment. So it considers the idea of an egalitarian distribution
of the endowment, coming from the CEA solution.

Min lower bound (min): for each E; cð Þ 2 B, each i ∈N,
φi E; cð Þ≥min E; cð Þ � 1

nminfc1; Eg:
By combining the Min lower bound and the CEL we define a

solution that, if possible, assigns the minimal positive amount to all
agents and distributes the remaining endowment E0 ¼ E � n �
min E; cð Þ by implementing the CEL rule among the agents with
respect to the remaining claims c0i ¼ ci �min E; cð Þ. Note that if the
endowment is not enough to assign this lower bound to all agents,
then we assign the equal division of the endowment to all agents.

Definition 5. For each E; cð Þ2 B,
CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ min1 E; cð Þ þ CEL E �MIN E; cð Þ; c�min1 E; cð Þ� �

;

where min1 E; cð Þ ¼ min E; cð Þ; ¼ ;min E; cð Þð Þ1 ´ n and MIN(E, c)
≡ n ⋅min(E, c).3

The following example shows how the rule proceeds.

Example 1. Consider E; cð Þ ¼ 2000; 500; 2000; 2400ð Þð Þ.
CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ 500

3 ; 5003 ; 5003
� �þ CEL 1500; 1000

3 ; 55003 ; 67003
� �� � ¼

500
3 ; 5003 ; 5003

� �þ 0; 16503 ; 28503
� � ¼ 500

3 ;
�

2150
3 ; 33503 Þ. Note that with

the CEL we have CEL E; cð Þ ¼ 0; 800; 1200ð Þ, agent one receives
nothing and with the CELmin everyone receives at least a mini-
mal amount of 500

3 . Compared with the Proportional rule, which
allocates P E; cð Þ ¼ 204:08; 816:33; 979:59ð Þ, in this example larger
claimants receive larger amounts than by applying CELmin (in
section 6 we see that this is not always the case). Although
CELmin and αmin assign equal minimal right, the allocation of
αmin E; cð Þ ¼ 500; 750:59; 779:41ð Þ shows CELmin protects larger
claimants more than αmin. CEA is the rule which allocates the
smallest share to larger claimants, CEA E; cð Þ ¼ 500; 750; 750ð Þ.

In line with the concept of achieving a compromise between
equal distribution of awards and equal distribution of losses,
while ensuring a minimal allocation to all agents, Hougaard et al.
(2013a) and Alcalde and Peris (2022) provide valuable insights on
combining the principles of equal sharing. Specifically, Hougaard
et al. (2013a) introduce a mechanism that guarantees each
claimant a minimal amount, referred to as the baseline (b), which
depends on the individual claims and the available resources.

For each b; E; cð Þ, let ti b; cð Þ ¼ min bi; ci
� �

for each i∈N and
t b; cð Þ ¼ fti b; cð Þgi2N denotes the truncated baseline-claim vector
and T ¼ ∑i2N ti b; cð Þ. In this context, the authors define a family of
rules, Sb, through a composition operator (Hougaard et al., 2012 and
Hougaard et al., 2013b) as Sb b; E; cð Þ ¼ S E; t b; cð Þð Þ, if E ≤T b; cð Þ, or
Sb b; E; cð Þ ¼ t b; cð Þ þ S E � T b; cð Þ; c� t b; cð Þð Þ, if E ≥T b; cð Þ.

It is noteworthy that if we define the baseline as the smallest
claimant and take CEL as the starting rule then, the CELmin is
retrieved,

CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ CELb b; E; cð Þ;
with bi= c1 for each i.

Axiomatic analysis
In this section, we analyse the CELmin rule from an axiomatic
point of view and we compare it with CEL, which is the rule that is
most related to it. At the end of the section, there is a table with a
summary of the comparison of the axioms satisfied by these two
rules. Next, we propose some properties considered by the litera-
ture as a minimal requirement and some additional principles.4

Equal treatment of equals considers that agents with equal
claims must receive equal allocations.

Equal treatment of equals: for each E; cð Þ 2 B, and each
i, j∈N, such that ci= cj, then φi E; cð Þ ¼ φj E; cð Þ.
Anonymity requires invariance under permutations of agents;

the names of the agents should not matter. Denoting by ΠN the
class of bijections from N into itself, the requirement is the
following:

Anonymity: for each E; cð Þ 2 B, such that π∈ΠN, and each
i ∈N, then φπ ið Þ E; c

0ð Þ ¼ φi E; cð Þ; where c0 � ðcπ jð ÞÞj2N .
Order preservation (Auman and Maschler, 1985) considers that

the order of the claims must be respected. If agent i’s claim is at
least as large as agent j’s claim, the awards and losses allocated to
agent i must be at least as much as the ones allocated to agent j.

Order preservation: for each E; cð Þ 2 B, and each i, j∈N,
such that ci ≥ cj, then φi E; cð Þ≥φj E; cð Þ; and ci � φi E; cð Þ≥
cj � φj E; cð Þ:
Resource monotonicity (Curiel et al., 1987) indicates that if the

endowment increases, all agents should receive at least the
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amount of the endowment that was allocated to them before the
increase.

Resource monotonicity: for each E; cð Þ 2 B and each E0 2
Rþ such that C >E0 >E; then φi E

0; cð Þ≥φi E; cð Þ; for each
i∈N.

Super-modularity (Dagan et al., 1997) requires that if the
endowment increases, given two agents, the one with the greater
claim should receive a greater portion of the increment.

Super-modularity: for each E; cð Þ 2 B; all E0 2 Rþ and each
i, j∈N such that C >E0 >E and ci ≥ cj, then
φi E

0; cð Þ � φi E; cð Þ≥φj E
0; cð Þ � φj E; cð Þ:

Order preservation under claims variations(Thomson, 2019)
demands that if the claim of one agent decreases, given two other
agents, the one with the greater claim receives more than
the other.

Order preservation under claims variations: for each k∈N,
each pair E; cð Þ and E; c0ð Þ 2 B; with c0 ¼ c0k; c�k

� �
and

c0k<ck and each pair i and j∈N⧹k with ci≤cj,
φi E; c

0ð Þ � φi E; cð Þ≤φj E; c
0ð Þ � φj E; cð Þ.5

In the next proposition, we show that the CELmin solution
satisfies all the axioms mentioned above and the Min lower
bound mentioned in Section 3.

Proposition 1. The CELmin solution satisfies Equal treatment of
equals, Anonymity, Order preservation, Resource monotonicity,
Super modularity, Order preservation under claims variation and
Min lower bound.

Proof. For each E; cð Þ 2 B, we have
CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ min1 E; cð Þ þ CEL E �MIN E; cð Þ; c�min1 E; cð Þ� �

:

Since the CEL satisfies Equal treatment of equals, Anonymity and
Order preservation it is straightforward that the CELmin also
satisfies these properties.

Regarding Resource monotonicity, let C >E0 >E. We consider
three cases.6

Case 1. If c1
n ≥ E0

n ≥ E
n,

CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ E0

n

� �
1 ´ n

≥
E
n

� �
1 ´ n

¼ CELmin E; cð Þ:

Case 2. If E0
n ≥ c1

n ≥ E
n,

CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ c1
n

� �
1 ´ n þ CEL E0 � n c1

n ; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
≥ c1

n

� �
1 ´ n ≥

E
n

� �
1 ´ n ¼ CELmin E; cð Þ:

Case 3. If E0
n ≥ E

n ≥ c1
n , in this case, since the CEL satisfies

resource monotonicity we have:

CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ c1
n

� �
1 ´ n þ CEL E0 � n c1

n ; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
≥ c1

n

� �
1 ´ n þ CEL E � n c1

n ; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
¼ CELmin E; cð Þ:

Similarly, we can prove that the rule satisfies Super modularity.
Let C >E0 >E and i, j∈N such that ci ≥ cj. We consider

three cases:
Case 1. If c1

n ≥ E0
n ≥ E

n. In this case, CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ E0
n

� �
1 ´ n and

CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ E
n

� �
1 ´ n. Therefore,

CELmini E
0; cð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ ¼ E0

n � E
n

≥CELminj E
0; cð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ ¼ E0

n � E
n :

Case 2. If E
0
n ≥ c1

n ≥ E
n, since the CEL satisfies Order preservation

we have:

CELmini E
0; cð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ ¼ c1

n þ CELi E0 � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� E

n

≥ c1
n þ CELj E0 � c1; c� c1

n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� E

n

¼ CELminj E
0; cð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ:

Case 3. If E0
n ≥ E

n ≥ c1
n , since the CEL satisfies Super modularity

we have:

CELmini E
0; cð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ

¼ c1
n þ CELi E0 � c1; c� c1

n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELi E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
≥ c1

n þ CELj E0 � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELj E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
¼ CELminj E

0; cð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ:
To show that Order preservation under claims variations is

satisfied, let k∈N,c0 ¼ c0k; c�k

� �
with c0k < ck and a pair i, j∈N⧹k

with ci ≤ cj.
We must distinguish three cases:
Case 1. If c1

n ≥ c01
n ≥ E

n, in this case k= 1. Then,

CELmini E; c
0ð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ ¼ E

n � E
n ¼ 0

≤CELminj E; c
0ð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ ¼ E

n � E
n ¼ 0:

Case 2. If c1
n ≥ E

n ≥ c01
n , in this case k= 1. Then, since the CEL

satisfies order preservation we have:

CELmini E; c
0ð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ ¼ c01

n þ CELi E � c01; c
0 � c01

n

� 	
1 ´ n

� 	
� E

n

≤ c1
n þ CELj E � c01; c

0 � c01
n

� 	
1 ´ n

� 	
� E

n ¼ CELminj E; c
0ð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ:

Case 3. If c1
n ≤ E

n. In this case we must distinguish k= 1 and
k ≠ 1. Therefore,

Case 3.1. If k= 1. since the CEL satisfies order preservation
under claims variation we have:

CELmini E; c
0ð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ

¼ c01
n þ CELi E � c01; c

0 � c01
n

� 	
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELi E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
≤ c01

n þ CELj E � c01; c
0 � c01

n

� 	
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELj E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
¼ CELminj E; c

0ð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ:
Case 3.2. If k ≠ 1. since the CEL satisfies order preservation

under claims variation we have:

CELmini E; c
0ð Þ � CELmini E; cð Þ

¼ c1
n þ CELi E � c1; c

0 � c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELi E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
≤ c1

n þ CELj E � c1; c
0 � c1

n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
� c1

n � CELj E � c1; c� c1
n

� �
1 ´ n

� 	
¼ CELminj E; c

0ð Þ � CELminj E; cð Þ:
It is straightforward to check that CELmin fulfils Min lower

bound since, by Definition 5, each agent receives either an equal
division of the endowment or the smallest claim.■

Although CELmin and CEL have shown similar behaviour in
axiomatic analysis so far, Limited consistency, Composition
down, and Composition up are satisfied by CEL but not fulfilled
by CELmin. On the other hand, CELmin fulfils Min lower bound
but the CEL does not.

Limited consistency states that adding an agent with a zero
claim does not affect the award of other agents.7

Limited consistency: for each E; cð Þ 2 B and each i∈N,
φi E; cð Þ ¼ φi E; 0; c1; :::; cn

� �� �
:

Example 2. Consider E; cð Þ ¼ 100; 10; 200ð Þð Þ. Then, CELmin
100; 10; 200ð Þð Þ ¼ 5; 95ð Þ and CELmin 100; 0; 10; 200ð Þð Þ ¼
0; 0; 0ð ÞþCEL 100; 0; 10; 200ð Þð Þ ¼ 0; 0; 100ð Þ. According to the
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definition of Limited consistency, the previous results should
coincide for all i∈N. Since this is not the case, Limited con-
sistency is not satisfied.

Composition down requires that, if after distributing the
endowment, the endowment decreases, two options are available:
first, cancel the initial allocation and apply the rule for the revised
endowment. Second, consider the agents’ initial awards as their
claims and apply the rule to allocate the revised endowment in
this situation. Both ways should lead to the same award vector.

Composition down: for each E; cð Þ 2 B; each i∈N, and
each 0≤E0 ≤E;φi E

0; cð Þ ¼ φi E
0;φ E; cð Þ� �

:

Consider Example 2, where E; cð Þ ¼ 100; 10; 200ð Þð Þ and
CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ 5; 95ð Þ. If the endowment decreases to E0 ¼ 50,
according to the definition of Composition down, the below
results should coincide:

CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ CELmin 50; 10; 200ð Þð Þ
¼ 5; 5ð Þ þ CEL 40; 5; 195ð Þð Þ ¼ 5; 5ð Þ þ 0; 40ð Þ ¼ 5; 45ð Þ

and

CELmin E0;CELmin E; cð Þð Þ
¼ CELmin 50; 5; 95ð Þð Þ ¼ 5

2 ;
5
2

� �þ CEL 45; 5
2 ;

185
2

� �� �
¼ 5

2 ;
5
2

� �þ 0; 45ð Þ ¼ 5
2 ;

95
2

� �
:

Therefore, Composition down is not satisfied.
Composition up demonstrates the opposite situation of

Composition down in which after distributing the endowment,
re-evaluation shows the endowment has increased. Again, two
options are available: First, cancel the initial distribution and
apply the rule for revised endowment. Second, the claims of
agents are revised down by their initial gains. The rule divides
the increment part of the endowment into revised claims. The
results of both options should coincide.

Composition up: for each E; cð Þ 2 B, and each
E0 >E;φ E0; cð Þ ¼ φ E; cð Þ þ φ E0 � E; c� φ E; cð Þ� �

:

Example 3. Consider E; cð Þ ¼ 30; 30; 40; 50ð Þð Þ. Then,
CELmin E; cð Þ ¼ 10; 10; 10ð Þ. If the endowment increases to
E0 ¼ 50, according to the definition of Composition up, the below
results should coincide:

CELmin E0; cð Þ ¼ CELmin 50; 30; 40; 50ð Þð Þ
¼ 10; 10; 10ð Þ þ CEL 20; 20; 30; 40ð Þð Þ ¼ 10; 15; 25ð Þ

and

CELmin E; cð Þ þ CELmin E0 � E; c� CELmin E; cð Þð Þ
¼ CELmin 30; 30; 40; 50ð Þð Þ þ CELmin 20; 20; 30; 40ð Þð Þ
¼ 10; 10; 10ð Þ þ 20

3 ;
20
3 ;

20
3

� � ¼ 50
3 ;

50
3 ;

50
3

� �
:

Therefore Composition up is not satisfied.
Next, we define some axioms that the CELmin does not satisfy

and are not met by CEL either.
Reasonable lower bounds on awards: ensures that each

individual receives at least the minimum of her claim and the
endowment divided by the number of individuals.

Reasonable lower bounds on awards for each E; cð Þ 2 B,
and each i∈N, then φi E; cð Þ≥ minfci;Eg

n .

Invariance under claims truncation requires that the part of the
claim of agent i that exceeds the endowment should be ignored.
Indeed, agent i cannot ask for more than the available resource.8

Invariance under claims truncation: for each E; cð Þ 2 B,
φ E; cð Þ ¼ φ E; t E; cð Þð Þ:
Self duality: requires the solution to recommend the same

allocation when dividing gains and losses, where losses are
defined as the difference between the sum of the claims and the
estate.

Self duality for each E; cð Þ 2 B, and each i∈N,
φi E; cð Þ ¼ ci � φi L; cð Þ:
Midpoint property ensures to each agent half of her claim when

the estate is equal to half of the aggregate claim.

Midpoint property: for each E; cð Þ 2 B, and each i ∈N, if
E= C/2, then φi E; cð Þ ¼ ci=2.

Note that, for instance, E; cð Þ ¼ 100; 8; 20; 30; 200ð Þð Þ shows
that Reasonable lower bounds on awards is not satisfied by the
CELmin. Example 1 shows that neither invariance under claims
truncation, nor self-duality, is satisfied by CELmin. To show that
Midpoint property is not satisfied take E; cð Þ ¼ 2000; 500;ðð
1500; 2000ÞÞ.

Finally, Table 1 depicts which of the axioms are satisfied by the
CELmin and the CEL.

Convergence
It is noteworthy to re-emphasise that the objective of the Eur-
opean Union through assigning the ERDF is to elevate the growth
rate of less developed regions to achieve economic convergence in
the EU territory. Supporting the less developed regions requires
detecting the division rules that distribute the ERDF in a way that
is more favourable for larger claimants.

Lorenz dominance is an appropriate criterion that explores
how the rules treat smaller claimants relative to larger claimants.
A Lorenz dominant rule is an equitable rule which is favourable
for smaller claimants.

Let Rn
þ be the set of positive n-dimensional vectors x ¼

x1; x2; ¼ ; xn
� �

ordered from small to large, i.e., 0 < x1≤x2≤…≤xn.
Let x and y be inRn

þ. We say that x Lorenz dominates y, x≻ Ly, if
for each k= 1, 2,…, n− 1: x1+ x2+⋯+ xk ≥ y1+ y2+…+ yk
and x1+ x2+…+ xn= y1+ y2+…+ yn. If x Lorenz dominates
y and x ≠ y, then at least one of these n− 1 inequalities is a strict

Table 1 Properties and rules.

Principles/Rules CELmin CEL

Equal treatment of equals Yes Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes
Order preservation Yes Yes
Resource monotonicity Yes Yes
Super modularity Yes Yes
Order preservation under claims
variation

Yes Yes

Min lower bound Yes No
Limited consistency No Yes
Composition down No Yes
Composition up No Yes
Reasonable lower bounds on
awards

No No

Invariance under claims truncation No No
Self-duality No No
Midpoint property No No

The table shows the principles satisfied by the rules. The two columns correspond to the
CELmin and the CEL rules, and each row shows one of the proposed principles.
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inequality. The following definition extends Lorenz dominance to
claims problem situations.

Definition 6. Given two solutions φ and ψ it is said that φ Lorenz
dominates ψ, φ≻ Lψ, if for any claims problem E; cð Þ the vector
φ E; cð Þ Lorenz dominates ψ E; cð Þ: Indeed, it states that φ E; cð Þ is
more equitable and more supportive of smaller claims.

Bosmans and Lauwers (2011) proved that the CEA is the most
equitable rule, since this rule Lorenz dominates all other rules.
Their comparison shows that the CEL is the most inequitable
rule: CEA�Lαmin�LP�LCEL.

The following result shows the Lorenz relationships between
our solution and the main ones.

Proposition 2. (a) CEA�Lαmin�LCELmin�LCEL.
(b) There is no Lorenz dominance relation between

CELmin and P.

Proof. Part (a) is easily obtained by definition and previous
results. By definition, the CELmin rule has an egalitarian part that
makes the rule more equitable than the CEL.

Part (b) is directly obtained from the case analysis. If c1 is
unsustainable, CELmin corresponds to CEA. Therefore, the rule
Lorenz dominates P. If c1 is sustainable, the result of Table 2
shows that P Lorenz dominates CELmin.■

In line with the Lorenz dominance, we performed an additional
computation designed to assess the effectiveness of the different rules
in achieving convergence targets within the EU. For this purpose, we
employed a metric known as the Divergence Ratio (Solís-Baltodano
et al., 2021). By allocating the ERDF to different regions using the
rules defined in our study, we anticipate an increase in the level of
convergence in the EU. However, the extent of convergence would
inevitably vary depending on the rule applied.

The ERDF allocation contributes to the growth of the GDP and
overall economic development in the EU as it is invested in
various projects. The Divergence Ratio serves as a criterion for
evaluating which allocation rule can expedite convergence in the
EU more effectively than others. It measures the ability of each
rule to reduce the disparity between the GDP per capita of less
developed regions and that of the most developed regions.

The ratio assumes that the regions’ new GDP per capita

( dGDPh) equals their initial GDP per capita (GDPh) plus the
allocation amount (x). The Divergence Ratio is as follows:

d α;βð Þ ¼ 1� GDPh
α

GDPh
β

where GDPh
α is the GDP per capita of the less developed region α

and GDPh
β is the GDP per capita of the most developed region β.

The divergence ratio is always greater than 0 and the amount
close to 0 reflects convergence.

Distribution of the European regional development funds
The ERDF budget of the European Council and Parliament deter-
mined for the 2014–2020 programming period is approximately
182,150 million euros, which corresponds to almost 44% of the total
budget. This budget is intended for the second level of the EU
nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (NUTS2) which involves
regions with populations between 800,000 and 3,000.000 inhabitants.

According to this division, the regional eligibility for the ERDF
is calculated by taking into account the regional per capita GDP.
Regions in NUTS level 2 are split and classified into three dif-
ferent categories according to their GDP per capita measured in
purchasing power standards, as follows:

More developed regions (R1): with GDP per capita above 100%
of the average GDP per capita of the EU-27.

Transition regions (R2): with GDP per capita between 75% and
100% of the average GDP per capita of the EU-27.
Less developed regions (R3): with GDP per capita less than
75% of the average GDP per capita of the EU-27.

According to this classification, there were 265 regions in NUTS 2
for the 2014–2020 programming period. This number declines to
47 if the regions of the same category are considered together
(Solís-Baltodano et al., 2021). From the claims problems
perspective, these 47 regions form the claimants who have a
claim on the ERDF budget. We use the same claims that Solís-
Baltodano et al. (2021) offer in their study. In their method, each
agent claims a fixed amount which is equal for all regions, the
allocation per inhabitant obtained for the region with the highest
GDP per inhabitant (it can be interpreted as a minimal
allocation), plus an amount that depends on the gap between
the specific region GDP per capita and the highest GDP per
capita. The attribute of this method is that the less developed
regions claim more than the others. The claims of the regions are
depicted in Table 2. Moreover, the table illustrates a comparison
between the regional allocation of our proposed rule and the rules
that have been already studied.

The CEA rule distributes the funds as equally as possible to all
regions without taking into account the measure of their
demands. In contrast, the CEL imposes equal losses to all regions.
Therefore, it helps regions with larger claims, which are regions in
R3 to obtain more ERDF. But, in this case, the rule causes some
more developed regions (R1) to receive nothing. In particular, as
Table 2 illustrates, the total ERDF that CELmin allocates to R3
regions is equal to the allocation of the CEL with a slight dif-
ference. Nonetheless, CELmin supports some regions in R1 that
are ignored by the CEL (e.g. Czechia R1). Our main objective is to
propose a new rule to distribute the ERDF budget that solves this
situation. With the CELmin every region receives the minimal
right that CELmin guarantees for all regions.

It is noteworthy that the solutions provided by the claims
problem approach satisfy a number of minimal requirements
(properties). One of them is order preservation. As aforemen-
tioned, this property states that larger claimants receive larger
awards and incur in larger losses. The current distribution vio-
lates this statement. For instance, comparing Greece R3 with
France R2, the latter region incurs larger losses than the former.
However, France R2 claims less than Greece R3.

Finally, to compute the Divergence Ratio of the rules, we con-
sider the GDP per capita of the least developed region (Bulgaria R3)
and the GDP per capita of the most developed region (Luxembourg
R1). Then, the initial Divergence Ratio before any allocation is
0.8054. To calculate the Divergence Ratio after the ERDF allocation,
we add the assignment of each rule to the GDP per capita of the
aforementioned regions and compute the ratio for each rule. The
Divergence Ratio of CEA is 0.8003. It is expected that this rule has
the largest ratio. Since this rule distributes the budget in the most
egalitarian manner possible, maintaining the existing differences
before the budget was allocated. On the contrary, the CEL provides
a less egalitarian distribution of funds. The ratio for CEL is 0.7957.
Therefore, CEL may be most appropriate to achieve the con-
vergence goal of the ERDF. However, this rule does not allocate
funds to some regions, which makes it difficult to implement in real
life. The ratio for the αmin and P are 0.7989 and 0.7987 respectively.
The Divergence Ratio for the CELmin is about 0.7957 which is
almost equal to the CEL’s ratio. It is significant to consider that,
since all the rules satisfy order preservation, they increase the
convergence in the European Union, since they allocate more
assignments to poor regions. However, the Divergence Ratio results
confirm that CELmin is the most appropriate rule to meet the
convergence target.
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Conclusions
We conclude this study by highlighting the findings. The aim of
the ERDF allocation is to help less developed regions in the
European Union achieve a welfare level like that experienced by
developed regions. Therefore, it can be inferred that the fair
allocation of ERDF lies in the unequal division of the fund and
assigning more to less developed regions.

The claims problem approach contributes to allocating this fund
as unequally as possible. The pillar of the claims problem approach is
the region’s demand for money needed to boost its development
level. These demands are estimated in such a way that the well-
developed regions require smaller funds (Solís-Baltodano et al.,
2021). First, the four division rules are applied in this study and the
results prove that they are not able to serve the objective of the ERDF
allocation. The Constrained Equal Awards (CEA) assigns an equal
portion of the ERDF (408.073M€) to all regions. The only exception
is Luxembourg R1 which receives her claim due to the claims-

boundedness assumption and the sustainability properties. In addi-
tion, the result of the Lorenz dominance illustrates that CEA is the
most equitable rule between the rules we apply. Thus, CEA is not an
appropriate solution for the ERDF allocation. The Proportional (P)
rule considers the claims of the regions in the fund allocation process.
Therefore, the portion it assigns to less developed regions is larger
than what the more developed regions receive. The αmin-Egalitarian
(αmin) has two phases, egalitarian allocation and proportional allo-
cation, which makes it more equitable than Proportional and not
appropriate for the ERDF allocation. The Constrained Equal Losses
(CEL) completely neglect the well-developed regions (e.g. Czechia R1
or Ireland R1) and support the less developed ones. Although the
degree of inequality of CEL (which is more than P) suggests it would
be the best choice for the ERDF fund, zero allocation to developed
regions is a noticeable obstacle to using this rule in a real situation.

To adjust this problem and simultaneously support larger clai-
mants, we propose CELmin, which guarantees a fixed allocation

Table 2 Claims, current allocations, and proposals according to the different rules, in €per capita.

Country Region Claim Current P CEA CEL αmin CELmin

Austria R1 1038 57.4 335.79 408.73 178.90 339.78 178.89
Austria R2 1332 160.6 430.93 408.73 473.05 429.67 473.04
Belgium R1 1009 36.3 326.20 408.73 149.25 330.72 149.24
Belgium R2 1425 203.1 460.89 408.73 565.70 457.99 565.69
Bulgaria R3 1629 506 526.86 408.73 769.67 520.32 769.66
Croatia R3 1605 1052.6 518.96 408.73 745.25 512.86 745.24
Cyprus R1 1337 347 432.54 408.73 478.05 431.20 478.04
Czechia R1 565 244.8 182.70 408.73 0 195.13 0.69
Czechia R3 1434 1247.8 463.77 408.73 574.59 460.70 574.57
Denmark R1 1004 33.3 324.65 408.73 144.45 329.26 144.44
Denmark R2 1345 50.3 434.97 408.73 485.55 433.49 485.54
Estonia R2 1395 1407.4 451.14 408.73 535.55 448.77 535.54
Finland R1 1173 88.2 379.53 408.73 314.13 381.11 314.11
France R1 1142 67.6 369.35 408.73 282.68 371.50 282.66
France R2 1418 145.3 458.69 408.73 558.90 455.91 558.89
France R3 1530 1003.5 494.80 408.73 670.55 490.03 670.54
Germany R1 1039 61.4 335.99 408.73 179.51 339.97 179.50
Germany R2 1351 491.4 436.89 408.73 491.50 435.31 491.48
Greece R1 1327 419 429.03 408.73 467.20 427.89 467.18
Greece R2 1573 795.6 508.58 408.73 713.16 503.05 713.15
Greece R3 1622 1181.9 524.53 408.73 762.48 518.12 762.46
Hungary R1 1202 85.6 388.88 408.73 343.05 389.95 343.04
Hungary R3 1601 1551.5 517.85 408.73 741.83 511.81 741.81
Ireland R1 577 85 186.74 408.73 0 198.95 0.69
Italy R1 1158 91.2 374.43 408.73 298.36 376.29 298.35
Italy R2 1440 277 465.85 408.73 581.04 462.67 581.02
Italy R3 1556 973.9 503.39 408.73 697.12 498.15 697.10
Latvia R3 1492 1241.4 482.67 408.73 633.05 478.57 633.04
Lithuania R3 1405 1246.5 454.37 408.73 545.55 451.83 545.54
Luxembourg R1 32.4 32.4 10.48 32.40 0 32.40 0.69
Malta R2 1272 808 411.52 408.73 413.05 411.34 413.04
Netherlands R1 1035 29.7 335.79 408.73 175.55 338.76 175.54
Poland R1 840 880.5 271.64 408.73 0 279.17 0.69
Poland R3 1536 1074.4 496.81 408.73 676.76 491.93 676.75
Portugal R1 1276 274.8 412.61 408.73 416.41 412.36 416.39
Portugal R2 1370 514.7 443.05 408.73 510.55 441.13 510.54
Portugal R3 1513 1417.4 489.37 408.73 653.77 484.90 653.75
Romania R1 867 268.4 280.54 408.73 8.05 287.57 8.04
Romania R3 1604 586.6 518.88 408.73 745 512.78 744.99
Slovakia R1 707 402.6 228.79 408.73 0 238.68 0.69
Slovakia R3 1562 1466.8 505.18 408.73 702.65 499.84 702.63
Slovenia R1 1225 467.4 396.16 408.73 365.55 396.82 365.54
Slovenia R3 1472 928.6 476.21 408.73 613.05 472.46 613.04
Spain R1 1248 253.6 403.76 408.73 389.04 404.00 389.03
Spain R2 1485 743.1 480.1 408.73 625.21 476.17 625.19
Spain R3 1512 1473 489.14 408.73 653.05 484.90 653.04
Sweden R1 1100 71.9 355.77 408.73 240.55 358.62 240.54
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right to all agents by reaching a compromise between Equal Awards
(EA) allocation and CEL. The results in Table 2 confirm that
CELmin supports less developed regions, compared with CEA and
αmin. Moreover, the Lorenz dominance of CELmin is less than these
rules. To compare CELmin with P, we compute the Divergence
Ratio for them. The results depict that CELmin with a ratio equal to
0.7957 is able to reach convergence in the European Union much
faster than P (with a ratio equal to 0.7987).

Finally, it is noteworthy that previous results induce that our
new proposal should be implemented in context with similar
features, such as the environmental negotiations (for instance, the
distribution of CO2 emissions rights).
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Notes
1 We refer the reader to well-known classic studies in this context, Young (1987),
Auman and Maschler (1985), Thomson (2003).

2 See, for instance, Solís-Baltodano et al. (2021), where regions with smaller claims
receive nothing from the ERDF, or Duro et al. (2020), where small countries receive no
CO2 emission permission.

3 Note that for each claims problem (E, c), min(E, c) is a constant and therefore
MIN(E, c) is also constant.

4 See Rose et al. (1998) for a better understanding and implications of the equity
principles. For technical details about all properties, we refer to Thomson (2019).

5 Notice that c0k; c�k

� �
is the claims vector obtained from c by replacing ck by c0k .

6 For the sake of simplicity we denote by Að Þ1 ´ n ¼ A; ¼ ;Að Þ1 ´ n , where A denotes
either min(E, c), En, c1 or any other argument, in each specific case.

7 Clearly if E; c1; ¼ ; cn
� �� �

is a claims problem with n agents, then E; 0; c1; ¼ ; cn
� �� �

is a claims problem with n+1 agents.
8 Note that, as aforementioned, t E; cð Þ ¼ ti E; cð Þ� �

i2N and ti E; cð Þ ¼ minfci; Eg for all
i∈N.
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